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1. Introduction_

The source of legitimacy of MPs to hold sessions 

and take action and decisions in the Assembly 

derives from the citizens. The representative 

function entails MPs’ obligations to ensure 

transparency and inclusiveness in their work for 

the general public, and to continuously promote 

mechanisms for meeting those obligations. An 

Assembly which is closed to the public undermines 

the sovereignty that derives from, and belongs to 

the citizens. 

  

To ensure transparency of their work, legislatures 

often use their own public outreach channels about 

their work, such as parliamentary TV channels and 

websites. On the other hand, it is very important 

to follow and adjust to the pace in which public 

outreach tools develop and parliaments therefore 

often utilize modern channels, i.e. social media 

such as Twitter and Facebook. It is crucial to 

identify and practice adequate public relations 

mechanisms to maintain continuous topicality 

among citizens, as well as to call for and promote 

mechanisms that include them in the work of the 

Assembly.  

In this respect, surveys about citizens’ perception 

about the work of the Assembly, conducted by 

the Institute for Democracy “Societas Civilis“ – 

Skopje, largely focus on aspects related to citizens’ 

awareness about the work of the Assembly, their 

most commonly used sources of information, as 

well as the degree of shown interest and citizen 

participation in the work of the Assembly.  This 

brief analysis therefore provides a comparative 

overview of the developing trends in these areas 

based on the survey results from the past four 

years (2018 – 2021). In addition, the analysis 

provides a short overview of taken positions 

and practices in this regard in the European 

Parliament, and the parliaments in the United 

Kingdom and Kosovo.
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2. How are citizens 
informed about the 
work of the European 
Parliament and 
UK and Kosovo 
parliaments? _

European Parliament

The general perception of EU member-states’ 

citizens about the work of the European 

Parliament was the topic of the public opinion 

survey ”Parlemetar”1 from 2020. The analysis 

commissioned by the European Parliament itself, 

aims to reflect on citizens’ perception about the 

work of the Parliament, as well as the ways to 

advance the work based on the collected data. The 

report, among other things, informs about the ways 

in which EU citizens are provided information about 

the European Parliament.  

In respect of outreach mechanisms about the 

work of the European Parliament, a majority of EU 

citizens (79%) stated that TV is the most commonly 

used mechanism to be informed about the work of 

the European Parliament. Second ranked, according 

to the citizens, is the information from websites 

(51%), followed by social media 35%, radio 34% 

and printed media 25%. More pronounced use of 

traditional media, such as television as well as radio 

and print media can be noted. Yet, new sources of 

information, such as websites and social media 

gradually catch up and override the traditional 

information channels.

United Kingdom

From 2017 to 2019, the United Kingdom 

Parliament made efforts to enhance citizen 

participation in its work, setting untraditional links 

between MPs and the British public.  MPs adopted 

new ways of work, including actively seeking to 

hear the attitudes of the public. 

In this context,  “Hansard Society”2 conducted a 

survey, published in 2019, to reflect on citizens’ 

interest about the UK Parliament and policies. 

Results have shown, in general, a poor interest 

in politics by citizens. As many as 26% of the 

respondents stated that they have no interest 

in politics, and 18%  stated that they know 

nothing about politics. Specifically about the 

UK Parliament, 20% of the respondents stated 

that they know nothing about the work of this 

institution.3

Recognizing the need to invest additional efforts 

and resources for a better informed public and 

to improve its image, as revealed by the analysis, 

the UK Parliament gradually embraced the social 

media potential as a mechanism to reach out 

to the general public, also because social media 

1  Institute for Government ,,Parliamentary Monitor” 2020 https://www.europarl.europa.eu/at-your-service/files/be-heard/
eurobarometer/2020/parlemeter-2020/en-report.pdf

2  Hansard Society ,,Audit of Political Engagement’’ 2019 https://assets.ctfassets.net/
rdwvqctnt75b/7iQEHtrkIbLcrUkduGmo9b/cb429a657e97cad61e61853c05c8c4d1/Hansard-Society__Audit-of-Political-
Engagement-16__2019-report.pdf

3 Hansard Society, “Audit of Political Engagement’’ 2019 https://assets.ctfassets.net/
rdwvqctnt75b/7iQEHtrkIbLcrUkduGmo9b/cb429a657e97cad61e61853c05c8c4d1/Hansard-Society__Audit-of-Political-
Engagement-16__2019-report.pdf

https://www.europarl.europa.eu/at-your-service/files/be-heard/eurobarometer/2020/parlemeter-2020/en-report.pdf
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/at-your-service/files/be-heard/eurobarometer/2020/parlemeter-2020/en-report.pdf
https://assets.ctfassets.net/rdwvqctnt75b/7iQEHtrkIbLcrUkduGmo9b/cb429a657e97cad61e61853c05c8c4d1/Hansard-Society__Audit-of-Political-Engagement-16__2019-report.pdf
https://assets.ctfassets.net/rdwvqctnt75b/7iQEHtrkIbLcrUkduGmo9b/cb429a657e97cad61e61853c05c8c4d1/Hansard-Society__Audit-of-Political-Engagement-16__2019-report.pdf
https://assets.ctfassets.net/rdwvqctnt75b/7iQEHtrkIbLcrUkduGmo9b/cb429a657e97cad61e61853c05c8c4d1/Hansard-Society__Audit-of-Political-Engagement-16__2019-report.pdf
https://assets.ctfassets.net/rdwvqctnt75b/7iQEHtrkIbLcrUkduGmo9b/cb429a657e97cad61e61853c05c8c4d1/Hansard-Society__Audit-of-Political-Engagement-16__2019-report.pdf
https://assets.ctfassets.net/rdwvqctnt75b/7iQEHtrkIbLcrUkduGmo9b/cb429a657e97cad61e61853c05c8c4d1/Hansard-Society__Audit-of-Political-Engagement-16__2019-report.pdf
https://assets.ctfassets.net/rdwvqctnt75b/7iQEHtrkIbLcrUkduGmo9b/cb429a657e97cad61e61853c05c8c4d1/Hansard-Society__Audit-of-Political-Engagement-16__2019-report.pdf
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increasingly become part of citizens’ everyday life. 

The legislature acknowledged that social media are 

largely conducive to increased transparency and 

accountability in public debates.4  

Many parliamentary committees joined Twitter in 

2012, however, lack of practicing other platforms, 

such as Facebook, is also noted.  In general, from 

2017 to 2019, over 75%  of the committees in the 

House of Commons were somehow active on 

social media, and this percentage is lower for the 

committees in the House of Lords, which accounts 

for 40%.5 The parliamentary presence on social 

media ensures increased visibility of the parliament 

for users of these information channels. Additional 

benefits derive from the fact that social media 

popularity is constantly on the rise among citizens. 

Kosovo

The Republic of Kosovo, as a relatively young state 

keeping pace with regional trends, makes efforts 

to advance the transparency and accountability of 

its parliament for citizens. To enhance the efforts, 

the Parliament in Kosovo in 2015 adopted the 

“Declaration on Parliamentary Openness”.6 

To ensure implementation of the commitments 

from the Declaration, the Parliament established 

an inclusive body ofMPs, CSO representatives,  

and many political parties, to work on bringing the 

Parliament closer to the citizens. Some solutions to 

advance parliamentary openness entail technical 

solutions to track the legislation as well as MPs 

performances, to open the doors of the parliament 

for more active citizen participation, etc.

As an additional step forward, the Kosovar 

Parliament works on drafting  a social media policy 

and promotion of its Facebook account, by making 

sure that these efforts result in reaching out to 

the citizens on a daily basis about the work of the 

parliament, in addition to media news reports.7

4 Institute for Government, ”Parliamentary Monitor” 2020 https://www.instituteforgovernment.org.uk/publication/
parliamentary-monitor-2020/parliament-and-public

5 Ibid.
6 Declaration on Parliamentary Openness  https://openingparliament.org/declaration/
7 Kosovo Parliament and media work to better inform the public- National Democratic Institute https://www.ndi.org/our-

stories/kosovo-parliament-and-media-work-better-inform-public

 https://www.instituteforgovernment.org.uk/publication/parliamentary-monitor-2020/parliament-and-public
 https://www.instituteforgovernment.org.uk/publication/parliamentary-monitor-2020/parliament-and-public
https://openingparliament.org/declaration/
https://www.ndi.org/our-stories/kosovo-parliament-and-media-work-better-inform-public
https://www.ndi.org/our-stories/kosovo-parliament-and-media-work-better-inform-public
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Chart 1.  To which extent are you familiar with the performances of the Assembly in the past period (%)

3. Extent to which 
citizens are informed 
about the work of the 
Assembly of Republic 
of North Macedonia in 
the period from 2018 
to 2021 _

Whether citizens think that they are informed 

about the work of the Assembly

Results obtained from field surveys in the past 

four years show citizens’ divided opinion about the 

extent to which they are informed about the work/

performances of the Assembly in the past years.  

In respect of the work of current parliamentary 

composition, 51% of citizens stated that they are 

partially or fully familiar with the performances 

of the MPs from August 2020 to January 2021, 

whereas 48% stated that they know little or they 

are not informed at all about the work of MPs.  

Citizens’ answers are almost identical in the past 

four years.8  

Such persistent opinion verifies that significant 

steps have not been taken by the Assembly 

to bring its work closer to the citizens or to 

increase transparency and enhance the public 

relations. The Assembly should conduct regular 

surveys in terms of whether the public outreach 

mechanisms are up to date and practical, thus 

undertaking regular improvements to increase its 

transparency and accountability.   

8  Institute of democracy “Societas Civilis“ – Skopje.  Results from field surveys about citizens’ perception about the work 
of the Assembly, conducted from 2018 to 2021.
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Chart 2.  Citizens’ sources of information about the work of the Assembly (%)

Commonly used sources of information

by citizens

Citizens constantly indicate television channels as 

the most preferred source of information about 

the work of the Assembly. However, in the past 

four years there is a declining trend of using TV 

as a main source of information, from 62% in 

2018, to 41% in 2021. In contrast, there is a slight 

growing trend of social media popularity as an 

information channel for the work of the Assembly, 

that is from 13% in 2018 to 22% in 2021. 

Furthermore, roughly 10% of citizens get informed 

about the work of the Assembly from Internet 

news portals. The parliamentary TV channel 

and website are insignificantly used as official 

channels of communication with the general 

public. The percentage of citizens who watched 

the parliamentary TV channel in the past four 

years is below 6%, and the percentage of 

citizens who visited the parliamentary website is 

below 3%.9   

This data is indicative of the  citizens’ general 

preference for other ways of getting information 

about the work of the Assembly, rather than 

the official sources of the Assembly, i.e. 

the parliamentary TV channel and website. 

Therefore, further investments and development 

of those channels is very important, including 

their modernization and enhanced accessibility,  

as well as user-friendly design to ensure they 

are increasingly up to date and used by the 

general public.

9 Institute of democracy “Societas Civilis“ – Skopje.  Results from field surveys about citizens’ perception about the work of 
the Assembly, conducted from 2018 to 2021.
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Informing young people about the work of the 

Assembly

When it comes to the information about the work 

of the Assembly, young people aged 18-29 stated 

that social media platforms are predominantly 

used as information channels in the past two years. 

In 2021, 33% of young people stated that they use 

social media to get information about the work of 

the Assembly, while this number was higher for five 

percentage points up until 2020, and accounted 

for 38%. A high percentage of young people stated 

that they use television as an information channel, 

however; there is a downward trend about the 

popularity of this source of information in the last 

four years, from 38% and. 36% in 2018 and 2019 

respectively, to 22% in 2020 and 15% in 2021.  

Internet news portals are also largely used by the 

youth to get informed about the Assembly in the 

last four years, that is, over 11% regularly used 

this channel, with exception in2020, when the 

percentage of respondents accounted for 6%. The 

Parliamentary TV channel and website are also 

insignificantly used among young people. In the 

last four years, less than 6% of the youth stated 

that they watch the parliamentary TV channel, while 

less than 4% visited the parliamentary website.10 

Many parliaments worldwide acknowledge the 

problem of young people showing poor interest 

in representative democracy. This problem is 

not related only to the lack of interest in politics 

among the youth, in general. In fact, many young 

people are actively involved in many activities and 

campaigns to uphold a cause. However, among 

all age groups, the youth is least likely to vote, 

and their alienation from parliamentary politics is 

especially pronounced.  Given the current state 

of affairs, parliaments are now making efforts 

to embrace the interests of young people in their 

work. These initiatives are taken in a small number 

of cases, and some of them are based on school 

education efforts, while some are taken within the 

parliaments, or a combination of both.11 

To stimulate the interest of young people for active 

engagement in the working processes of the 

Assembly, would require finding a proper impetus 

as well as ensuring that all relevant information is 

presented through available and attractive channels 

for the youth. Therefore, the Assembly needs to 

design a phased approach to its public outreach, 

which is adequate for all different age groups. 

 

10  Institute of democracy “Societas Civilis“ – Skopje.  Results from field surveys about citizens’ perception about the work 
of the Assembly, conducted from 2018 to 2021.

11  Beetham,D.(2006) Parliament and Democracy in the Twenty-first Century: A Guide to Good Practice. Inter-Parliamentary 
Union. Available at: http://archive.ipu.org/dem-e/guide/guide-3.htm

http://archive.ipu.org/dem-e/guide/guide-3.htm 
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Chart 3.  Sources of information about the work of the Assembly for citizens aged 18-29 (%)

Efforts of the Assembly to enhance its 

transparency and accountability through Open 

Government Partnership 

The Republic of North Macedonia is a member of 

the international network of the Open Government 

Partnership (OGP)12. It is a global initiative platform 

for national reforms, aimed towards more open, 

accountable and responsible authorities for the 

citizens. The Assembly of the Republic of North 

Macedonia joined the OGP initiative along with an 

additional activity for Open Parliament in 2017, 

several years after the Government became part of 

the OGP global platform in 2011.

In July 2018, the first Action Plan of the Assembly, 

inclusive of OGP objectives, was adopted. The 

plan entails 5 commitments and their realization 

means taking a step forward to increased openness 

and transparency of the Assembly as well as 

diversification of the public outreach methods. 

Commitments also refer to advanced mechanisms 

and tools of the Assembly for public outreach about 

its work, increased financial transparency,  increased 

public participation in the work of the Assembly as 

well as an advanced oversight role.13   

   

12 More information about Open Government Partnership (OGP) is available on their website at:  https://www.
opengovpartnership.org/ 

13 Institute of democracy “Societas Civilis“ – Skopje (2021) 2018 - 2020 Action Plan of the Assembly of the Republic of North 
Macedonia about Open Government Partnership objectives.  Monitoring report for January 2020 – January 2021.
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4. Conclusion_

The Assembly of the Republic of North Macedonia 

regularly provides information about its activities 

through its information channels, that is, website 

and parliamentary TV channel. However,  a 

question remains about the extent to which this 

information concerns the citizens, how interested 

they are, whether citizens think that they are 

familiar with the work of the Assembly and how, 

which are the most commonly used information 

channels by citizens and which are the most 

accessible information channels for them. Citizens 

are generally divided in terms of the extent to which 

they are familiar with the work of the Assembly 

and this has remained relatively unchanged in the 

past several years.  Citizens stated the television 

channels, Internet portals or social media as most 

common sources of information. The Internet 

is increasingly becoming more popular among 

citizens and they commonly use it to get informed 

about the work of the Assembly.

Young people generally get information about the 

work of the Assembly through new information 

channels – Internet portals and social media.  

Other sources are practically not utilized on their 

side, especially the official information channels 

of the Assembly, i.e. parliamentary website and 

TVchannel.  

The European Parliament as well as the UK 

and Kosovo legislatures recognize the need for 

increased engagement and outreach with the 

general public in their work. To this end, these 

institutions bridge the traditional relations among 

MPs and the public by adopting new two-way d 

communication channels with citizens.  Their active 

use of social media is conducted having in mind 

this goal.

Parliamentary transparency and openness to 

citizens can be significantly improved by supporting 

the commitments deriving from the Open 

Parliament and Open Government Partnership 

(OGP) network. The membership of the Republic 

of North Macedonia and the Republic of Kosovo 

in this network as relatively young democracies, 

implies a significant step forward in their efforts to 

fulfil the commitments.
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5. Recommendations for 
increased transparency 
and citizen participation 
in the Assembly _

It is crucial that the Assembly increases its 

transparency as well as communication about 

its work in order to reach out to more citizens. 

Therefore, efforts should be made for increased 

citizen participation in the work of the Assembly, in 

various ways and by use of diverse communication 

channels. Joining the Open Government 

partnership network (OGP) is a significant step 

forward in this regard. However, the Assembly 

should strive to include more courageous and 

reformation commitments in the OGP action 

plans, as well as to take serious efforts for 

implementation.  

The Assembly needs to enhance its efforts for 

more intensive outreach and citizen participation 

in its work. Therefore, active promotion of available 

citizen participation mechanisms is required as 

well as stimulating and encouraging the citizens to 

utilize the mechanisms. 

Furthermore, investments are needed to modernize 

the official parliamentary communication 

channels and ensure they are adjusted to the new 

information channel trends which are popular 

among citizens. This objective is also in line with 

tailoring the information sources to various target 

groups. The Assembly should especially work on 

further developing the parliamentary TV channel 

and website as main sources for information 

about the Assembly, to ensure better outreach to 

citizens.

Efforts need to be taken to make sure that 

young people have more interest in the work 

of the Assembly and to develop mechanisms 

for their engagement with the Assembly. Even 

though the Assembly, through the Parliamentary 

Institute, developed an educational program 

to engage secondary school students with the 

Assembly, these efforts need to be extended and 

intensified in order to enhance youth interest and 

engagement with the Assembly. Combination 

of existing activities within the Assembly with 

enriched content in educational curricula is a 

good mechanism which is practiced by other 

parliaments.
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